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Abstract
In this paper, we present a new numerical method for advecting arbitrary sets in a
vector field. The method computes a transformation of the domain instead of dealing with
particular sets. We propose a way of decoupling the advection and representation steps of the
computations, resulting in significant reductions in computational times over other methods
while still guaranteeing accuracy. The decoupling also allows one to advect multiple sets at
low computational cost, and makes the method highly parallelizable. Results are presented
in two and three dimensions, and accuracy and efficiency are studied.
1 Introduction
Many problems from computational physics to computer graphics require solving the linear ad-
vection equation. For example, advecting a concentration or a temperature field under a known
time-dependent velocity field is ubiquitous. Additionally, the linear advection equation has been
extensively used to evolve closed curves and surfaces using the level set framework [10]. However,
the evolution of more complicated objects such as open curves or open surfaces [6] or even more
general sets (e.g. sets with poor regularity or even fractal) is still a challenge.
There are two classes of methods for the advection of surfaces; Implicit methods represent the
surface as the zero-level set of an implicit function while explicit methods represent the surface
by a collection of points, e.g. parametrically. It is evident to note that implicit methods require
the surface to be closed. As a result, implicit methods are most naturally used in situations
where querying whether a point is inside or outside the surface is important. A summary of
standard level set methods may be found in [10], [11] and [16]. Additionally, particles have been
used by Enright et al. [3] to improve accuracy of the standard level set approach when sub-
grid structures must be tracked. More recently, Gradient-Augmented Level Set (GALS) and Jet
Schemes (JS) methods were proposed [9][1][15] which improve subgrid accuracy while retaining
stencil compacteness and overall computational efficiency.
Explicit methods rely on evolving in time individual points or particles using the character-
istic ODEs of the advection equation. Explicit methods allow for representing more complicated
sets (including open or non-orientable ones), but suffer from the need of potentially complicated
particle management issues. In fact, in the case when the velocity field has extensive shear or
compression, an initially uniform particle distribution may become arbitrarily non-uniform and
thus impede the accuracy of the reconstruction of the surface.
In our paper we adopt an implicit point of view. That is we propose an Eulerian method
to linearly advect arbitrary sets without topological changes under a given velocity field. For
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instance, such a framework enables one to evolve, within the same domain and using the same
method, the interface between two fluids (closed surface) and an elastic membrane (open sur-
face). To this end, we note that under linear advection, any set may be written as a composition
of the initial condition with the mapping from a given time back to the initial time. It is clear
that all information necessary for advecting a set is contained in this map. In the present pa-
per we develop a method that evolves the map appropriately discretized on a regular Cartesian
grid. Similar ideas have been used in various contexts, most recently, Pons et al. [12] for point
correspondence, Kamrin et al. [4] in the context of elasticity and Ying and Cande`s [17] for the
computation of geodesics. For level sets, Kohno and Nave [5] proposed a method in which peri-
odic remapping was introduced to control the solution error in time.
The approach in our paper is based on the realization that while a velocity field may be
well represented on a given grid resolution, heuristically meaning that it does not contain very
high frequencies, an advected set may develop arbitrarily small features over time. This key
insight allows us to devise a coherent two-grid strategy where one grid is used for map advection,
and the other for representation of the solution and thus may be allowed to change resolution
in time. We call this approach the Characteristics Mapping (CM) method. The method uses
an evolution of the work of Kohno and Nave [5] and relies on the Gradient-Augmented Level
Set (GALS) [9] method to evolve the map. As will be demonstrated, the CM method allows
advection of arbitrary sets (closed, open, irregular, and even fractal) and is very efficient since
the framework allows to optimally perform advection steps on relatively coarse grids while only
invoking operations on the fine grid for storage of the full map.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we derive the mathematical formulation, in
section 3 we present the numerical implementation and provide a pseudo-code, in section 4 we
perform several tests (including closed, open, fractal initial conditions), and thoroughly examine
accuracy and efficiency, while in section 5 we make some concluding remarks and propose future
directions of work.
2 Mathematical Formulation
In this section, we present the formulation used by the Characteristic Mapping (CM) method on
a regular Cartesian grid in a d-dimensional domain U . Given a velocity field ~v(~x, t), we want to
evolve a set defined by a set function S0 : U → R. A special case of this would be the evolution
of an initial level set function S0(~x) = φ0(~x), but in general we do not impose any restriction on
the set function S0.
Assume we have a diffeomorphism ~χ0(~x, t) : Rd ⊃ U → U such that for any initial point
~x(t = 0) ∈ U being evolved under the vector field ~v by the ODE ∂∂t~x(t) = ~v(~x(t), t), we have
~χ0(~x(t), t) = ~x(0). (1)
Such a diffeomorphism is depicted in figure 1. Under ~v, the set initially defined by S0 is evolved
to a final time T as S(~x, T ) = S0(~χ0(~x, T )).
Note that this evolution can be decomposed into an arbitrary number of steps. We can
subdivide the interval [0, T ] into n subintervals [τ0, τ1], . . . , [τn−1, τn] where τ0 = 0 and τn = T .
Define n diffeomorphisms ~χi(~x, t), i ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that ~χi(~x(t), t) = ~x(τi−1) ∀t ∈ [τi−1, τi].
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Figure 1: The diffeomorphism ~χ0 takes a points ~x at time t and returns its original position at
time t = 0.
By doing so, we have at the final time T that
~χ0(~x, T ) = ~χ1(~χ2(. . . ~χn(~x, τn) . . . , τ2), τ1). (2)
The ~χi and the τi need to be defined properly. First, we turn our attention to the mappings
~χi. Each mapping ~χi(~x, t) is formally defined as the solution of the advection problem
∂~χi
∂t
+ ~v · ∇~χi = 0 ∀ t ≥ τi−1, x ∈ U (3a)
~χi(~x, τi−1) = ~x. (3b)
To solve these equations numerically, we use the Gradient Augmented Level Set (GALS) method
[9]. This method is a high-order semi-Lagrangian approach that relies on a d-cubic Hermite in-
terpolation. The equations (3a) are solved on grids having Nc cells per dimension (N
d
c total cells).
For the first mapping i = 1, the starting time τ0 = 0 is known, so we can start by solving (3)
for ~χ1. Note that since the initial condition (3b) is linear, its Hermite cubic basis representation
is exact. However, this property may be violated after some time under the flow defined in
(3a). This depends on specific characteristics of the velocity field ~v. To control the induced
representation errors, we want to be able to detect situations where the interpolation error of ~χ1
becomes larger than a predefined tolerance E1. To evaluate this error, we use Lagrangian particles
~xp(t), p ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, initially distributed uniformly in U at positions ~x 0p . Those particles are
independently evolved under ~v by solving the set of ODEs
∂~xp(t)
∂t
= ~v(~xp(t), t) ∀ t ≥ 0 ∀ p ∈ {1, . . . ,m} (4a)
~xp(0) = ~x
0
p . (4b)
Note that (4a) can be accurately solved by using a sufficiently high order Runge-Kutta solver. In
practice, we use the same integration scheme as for the GALS method, i.e. RK3. Note that when
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solving (3a), each step of the GALS method produces two errors, one due to the approximate
time integration and the other due to interpolation :
GALS error per step = O(4t4)︸ ︷︷ ︸
time integration
+ O(4x4)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Hermite interpolation
. (5)
By using the same O(4t4) time integration scheme to solve (4a) for particles ~xp, a measure of
the accumulated interpolation error is given by
M1(~χ1(~x, t), t) := max
p
||~χ1(~xp(t), t)− ~x 0p ||. (6)
Equiped with the error measure M1, we define τ1 as the first time at which the evolution of
~χ1 induces a representation error greater than E1, that is
M1(~χ1(~x, τ1 −4t), τ1 −4t) ≤ E1 < M1(~χ1(~x, τ1), τ1). (7)
At this time, we stop evolving ~χ1. Notice that choosing E1 sufficiently small ensures that ~χ1
is still well represented by the Hermite cubic interpolant at t = τ1. Consequently, we may
oversample ~χ1 onto a finer grid with Nf cells per dimension (N
d
f total cells) by naturally using
the Hermite cubic structure of the GALS. We call this finer representation ~χ0, because it will
gradually become the global transformation defined in (1).
For all subsequent steps, we construct the mapping ~χ0 recursively. When τi−1 is deter-
mined, (3a) defines the next mapping ~χi. We solve for ~χi and define τi as the first time when
M1(~χi(~x, τi), τi) > E1. At this time, we stop computing the evolution of ~χi, we update ~χ0 by
~χ0(~x)← ~χ0(~χi(~x, τi)). (8)
and we continue with the evolution of ~χi+1. Every update of ~χ0, either by the first oversampling
of ~χ1 or by (8), is called a remapping step. Finally, at time τn, ~χ0 is the mapping defined in (2)
and we have S(~x, T ) = S0(~χ0(~x, T )), as wanted.
Remark 1. Taking Nf large enough ensures that the composition of mappings in (8) stays well
represented in ~χ0 by the Hermite cubic basis for all time.
Remark 2. At any intermediate time t ∈ [τi−1, τi], the evolved set can be evaluated by
S(~x, t) = S0(~χ0(~χi(~x, t− τi−1))). (9)
Remark 3. With the progressive construction of ~χ0, final time T does not need to be known in
advance. The evolution can continue for as long as desired.
Remark 4. To ensure the particles are always spread uniformly over the domain U , we reinitialize
their position at every remapping step, that is ~xp(τi−1) = ~x 0p .
In the next section, we discuss in more detail the implementation of the CM method.
3 Numerical Implementation
In this section, we detail the numerical implementation of the method described in section 2.
The first subsection describes the use of a dynamic grid for ~χ0 and the second summarizes the
CM method in pseudo-code for ease of implementation.
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3.1 Dynamic grid resolution
Given that the grid on which ~χ0 lives is fine enough, all the details of the transformation in-
duced by the vector field ~v can be well represented by the CM method up to an arbitrary time.
However, representation problems during a remapping step can arise because in equation (8),
the right hand side ~χ0 ◦ ~χi is a function that can be inadequately represented by the Hermite
interpolant of the GALS, even though ~χ0 and ~χi are accurately represented on the fine grid. To
ensure that the grid is always fine enough to represent ~χ0 ◦ ~χi, we can dynamically modify the
resolution of the Ndf grid used for ~χ0.
To do so, we do not immediately update ~χ0 by (8) when a remapping time τi is reached.
Instead, we compute the remapping in a temporary Hermite cubic interpolant ~χ temp0 living on
the same Ndf grid. This is done by evaluating
~χ temp0 (~x) = ~χ0(~χi(~x, τi)). (10)
Now, for an arbitrary point ~x that does not coincide with theNdf grid, |~χ temp0 (~x)−~χ0(~χi(~x, τi))|
will in general be non-zero. Therefore, the measure
M2(~χ
temp
0 ) := ||~χ temp0 − ~χ0 ◦ ~χi||∞ (11)
will be large if the interpolant ~χ temp0 does not represent ~χ0◦~χi accurately enough. Consequently,
we decide to redefine ~χ0 on a (2Nf )
d grid if M2(~χ
temp
0 ) ≥ E2, where E2 is a predefined tolerance.
Conversely, we want to take advantage of situations where the fine grid could be coarsened.
To detect such situations, we define another interpolant ~χ coarse0 on a coarser
(
Nf
2
)d
grid and
compute (10) on this new grid. If for this coarser mapping we have M2(~χ
coarse
0 ) ≤ E2, it means
that the coarser mapping is sufficiently accurate to represent ~χ0 ◦ ~χi. In this case, we redefine
~χ0 so that it lives on the
(
Nf
2
)d
grid.
Once the size of the fine grid for ~χ0 is set, we apply the remapping step defined in (8) as
before. Using such a dynamic grid has two main advantages. By refining the grid when needed,
we ensure that the transformation is always well represented, and by coarsening it when possible,
we reduce the computational time required to do a remapping step. Note that the redefinition
of ~χ0 on a different grid is easily performed at low cost due to the Hermite cubic interpolant
structure.
3.2 Pseudo-code algorithm
We summarize here the CM algorithm with the additional modification discussed in section 3.1.
Additionally, the following two minor adjustments are done for convenience and efficiency.
First, we start by defining ~χ0 on the N
d
f grid and initialize it to ~χ0(~x) = ~x. By doing so,
the first remapping can be treated just like all the following remappings by equation equation (8).
Second, we observe that the mappings ~χi are only used between times τi−1 and τi. Therefore,
we can apply the CM method using only one mapping ~χ in place of all the different mappings
~χi. To do so, solve equation (3a) for ~χ instead of ~χi and reset ~χ(~x) = ~x when a remapping time
τi is reached.
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The final algorithm is presented in pseudo-code in algorithm 1. In the next section, this
algorithm is used to compute multiple examples.
Algorithm 1 The Characteristic Mapping Method
Define ~χ(~x) = ~x on a coarse Ndc grid, ~χ0(~x) = ~x on a fine N
d
f grid. S0 is given.
for t = 0 to T do
Advect ~χ using the GALS method and advect particles using RK3 (eq. (3a) and (4a)).
if M1(~χ) > E1 then
~χ temp0 (~x)← ~χ0(~χ(~x))
~χ(~x)← ~x
~xp ← ~x 0p
if M2(~χ
temp
0 ) > E2 then
Ndf ← (2Nf )d
~χ0(~x)← ~χ0(χ(~x))
else
~χ coarse0 (~x)← ~χ0(~χ(~x)) on a grid 2 times coarser
if M2(~χ
coarse
0 ) < E2 then
Ndf ← (Nf2 )d
~χ0(~x)← ~χ0(~χ(~x))
else
~χ0(~x)← ~χ temp0 (x)
end if
end if
end if
end for
4 Numerical Examples
In this section, we evaluate the accuracy and performance of the CM method described previ-
ously. We use a grid of Nc cells per dimension for the advection of ~χ and a grid of Nf cells per
dimension to store ~χ0. We will often compare the CM method to the GALS method, which will
use a single grid having Ng cells per dimension.
We present standard benchmark tests in 2D and 3D in section 4.1 and 4.2. We then apply the
CM method to more complicated sets in section 4.3. Finally, we present accuracy and efficiency
results for the method in section 4.5.
4.1 2D swirl test
We apply the characteristic mapping method to the 2D case of the vector field ~v(~x, t) = {u(x, y, t), v(x, y, t)}
[7] defined by
u (x, y, t) = cos
(
pit
A
)
sin2 (pix) sin (2piy) (12a)
v (x, y, t) = − cos
(
pit
A
)
sin2 (piy) sin (2pix) (12b)
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with A = 16 in the domain [0, 1] × [0, 1]. The initial set is a circle of radius 0.15 centered at
(0.5, 0.75) represented by a level set function. From time t = 0 to t = 16, this flow will stretch
the circle in a thin swirl and return it back to its original position. We use a N2c = 32
2 grid for
the advection and a dynamic-sized fine grid for the remapping. This fine grid starts at N2f = 32
2
and is refined to a maximum resolution of N2f = 512
2. The remapping and resizing tolerances
were set to E1 = 5× 10−6 and E2 = 10−4. The results are shown in figure 2.
(a) t = 0, Nf = 32 (b) t = 4, Nf = 256 (c) t = 8, Nf = 512
(d) t = 12, Nf = 256 (e) t = 16, Nf = 16
Figure 2: 2D swirl test using the characteristic mapping method with dynamic grid (Nf varies
in time). Advection is done on a N2c = 32
2 grid and remapping is done on a maximal fine grid
of size N2f = 512
2.
The initial identity transformation is very well represented on the 32× 32 grid, but over time
the flow creates very fine structures. The transformation at t = 8 would definitely not be well
represented on a 32× 32 grid. But since the grid is adaptative, the remapping grid is refined as
the transformation stretches the initial set. The grid for ~χ0 reaches a size of 512× 512 at t = 8,
which is sufficient to represent correctly the complicated transformation induced by the vector
field. Then as the spiral goes back to its original shape, the grid coarsens from t = 8 to t = 16.
At this final time, the transformation only needs a 16× 16 grid to be correctly represented. We
see that the initial circle is recovered at the final time, even though the advection was computed
on the rather coarse 32×32 grid and only a few remapping steps involved finer grid calculations.
We use a similar test to compare the characteristic mapping method with the standard GALS
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(a) GALS, Ng = 32 (b) CM, Nc = 32, Nf ≤ 32 (c) GALS, Ng = 64 (d) CM, Nc = 32, Nf ≤ 64
(e) GALS, Ng = 128 (f) CM, Nc = 32, Nf ≤ 128 (g) GALS, Ng = 256 (h) CM, Nc = 32, Nf ≤ 256
Figure 3: Comparison of the GALS and CM methods for different grid sizes. For the CM method,
advection is always done on a N2c = 32
2 grid but the remapping grid is dynamically refined up
to Nf = {32, 64, 128, 256} in figures (b), (d), (f) and (h) respectively. The GALS uses the fixed
grid Ng = {32, 64, 128, 256} in figures (a), (c), (e) and (g) respectively. The computed solution
is shown in black and the exact solution is shown in red.
method [9]. We use the same initial set and transport it in the vector field (12a)-(12b) with A = 8
until t = 16, which corresponds to the set being stretched and returned to its original position
twice. We make four different tests by modifying the grid sizes. For the CM method, we use a
N2c = 32
2 for all tests but we set the maximal Nf to different values. We start for each of the
four tests with Nf = 32 and allow the grid to be refined up to Nf = {32, 64, 128, 256} respec-
tively. For the GALS method, we fix the grid resolution to be the same as for the finest possible
remapping grid of the CM method, i.e. Ng = {32, 64, 128, 256}. Results are shown in figure 3.
We see that for a given grid size, the characteristic mapping method gives a better solution
than the GALS method. This is in part due to the fact that the CM method is initially advecting
a linear transformation (~χ(t = 0, ~x) = ~x) while the GALS method is advecting a more compli-
cated function, the level set function representing the circle. This explains why the CM solution
is more accurate in a case where the remapping is done on the same grid as the advection grid
(as in figures 3(b) compared to figure 3(a)).
We also see that when the remapping grid is fine enough (as in figures 3(f) and 3(h)) the
CM method is able to represent the transformation rather accurately and no significant error is
accumulated. Therefore, the final transformation stored in ~χ0 is smooth and very close to the
identity transformation, which is represented sufficiently well on an 8 × 8 grid with our choice
of E1 and E2. If the remapping grid is limited in its refinements as in 3b) and 3d), more error
accumulates over time and the final transformation is not as close to identity transformation,
8
Computational Time (sec.)
Method
Nf or Ng
32 64 128 256
GALS 2 12 92 727
CM with Nc = 32 6 7 9 11
Table 1: Time comparison (in seconds) of the GALS and CM methods for the swirl test (same
test as in figure 3). The GALS method is advected on the given grid sizes (Ng). The CM method
uses a N2c = 32
2 grid for advection in all four cases, but the remapping is done on grids of the
given sizes (Nf ).
and thus a finer grid has to be maintained to represent the computed transformation.
A particularly attractive feature of the CM method is how computational time is in a sense
optimized by the separation between coarse grid advection calculations (frequent but cheap) and
fine grid storage operations on ~χ0 (costly but infrequent). Table 1 compares the computational
times for the GALS and CM method. For very coarse grids, the CM method is slower because
it has to solve an advection problem for each dimension of the transformation. But for the more
interesting case of an interpolation grid that is significantly finer than the advection grid (e.g.
for a 256× 256 remapping grid and a 32× 32 advection grid), the CM method is clearly faster.
The efficiency aspect is studied in more details in section 4.5.
4.2 3D deformation field
Since the characteristc mapping method solves (3a) independently for each dimension, there is
no difficulty in implementing the method in any number of spatial dimension. We apply the CM
method to the 3D case of a sphere of radius 0.15 centered at (0.35, 0.35, 0.35) in the domain [0, 1]3
and deformed under the vector field ~v(~x, t) = {u(x, y, z, t), v(x, y, z, t), w(x, y, z, t)} [7], where
u(x, y, z, t) = 2 cos
(
pit
2
)
sin(pix)2 sin(2piy) sin(2piz) (13a)
v(x, y, z, t) = − cos
(
pit
2
)
sin(2pix) sin(piy)2 sin(2piz) (13b)
w(x, y, z, t) = − cos
(
pit
2
)
sin(2pix) sin(2piy) sin(piz)2 (13c)
The advection of ~χ is done on a N3c = 16
3 grid, and the remapping of ~χ0 is done on a fixed
N3f = 128
3 grid with a remapping tolerance E1 = 10−4. We compare the results with and without
remapping to demonstrate the benefits of the remapping step. We also compare the CM method
to the GALS method computed on a N3g = 128
3 grid. Results for t = 0, t = 1 and t = 2 for the
three cases are shown in figure 4.
The surface at t = 2 is expected to be identical to the surface at t = 0 (sphere). This is
due to the cos(pit2 ) term in equations (13). This vector field causes the sphere to be stretched
along the y = 1−x plane and thus creates very fine structures that cannot be represented on the
coarse 163 grid. We see from figure 4(d) that without remapping, those structures are indeed not
well represented and oscillations are observed on the scale of the coarse grid. Those oscillations
distort the surface for all subsequent times, and the final shape in figure 4(g) is significantly
9
(a) CM without remapping, t=0 (b) CM with remapping, t=0 (c) GALS, t=0
(d) CM without remapping, t=1 (e) CM with remapping, t=1 (f) GALS, t=1
(g) CM without remapping, t=2 (h) CM with remapping, t=2 (i) GALS, t=2
Figure 4: 3D deformation of a sphere. Left: CM on a N3c = 16
3 grid without remapping. Middle:
CM on a N3c = 16
3 grid with remapping on a N3f = 128
3 grid. Right: GALS on a N3g = 128
3
grid.
Method Computational Time (sec.)
CM without remapping 267
CM with remapping 1430
GALS 29687
Table 2: Time comparison (in seconds) of the GALS and CM methods with and without remap-
ping for the 3D deformation test of figure 4. We use Nc = 16 and Nf = Ng = 128.
different from the initial sphere.
When using the remapping on the fine grid, the fine structures caused by the deformation
field can be accurately represented as a result of storing ~χ0 on a N
3
f = 128
3 grid. In figure 4(e),
the width of the stretched surface is of the order of the fine grid’s cell width, therefore causing
no major representation issues. At t = 2 (figure 4(h)), the surface is visually identical to the
initial sphere.
The GALS method also uses a N3g = 128
3 grid and is therefore able to capture the same level
of detail as the characteristic mapping method with remapping. The main difference between
both methods is that the error due to interpolation present in the CM method is kept in check
due to the remapping strategy. This can be observed by comparing figures 4(e) and 4(f) where
the solution is not significantly different, while after a longer time (figures 4(h) and 4(i)), the
accumulated interpolation error shows as a small kink for the GALS case.
As noted in section 4.1, the CM method offers good computational efficiency. Table 2 com-
pares the time taken to compute the three tests of figure 4. As expected, the time taken by the
CM method without remapping is small, but the results are not accurate. The time taken by the
CM method with remapping is approximately 5 times larger, but the results we obtain are almost
perfect. The GALS method takes about 20 times longer than the CM method with remapping
to compute its solution, and the result is worse. This again shows the superior efficiency of the
CM method over the GALS method. This aspect is studied in more details in section 4.5.
4.3 Complicated Sets
We show in this section that the characteristic mapping method can be used to advect arbitrarly
complicated sets by presenting two different tests. For the first test, we take the deformation
field ~v(~x, t) = {u(x, y, t), v(x, y, t)} given by
u (x, y, t) = cos
(
pit
A
)(
−1
4
L (x) sin2
(
3
2
pix
)
sin (4piy) +
3
4
R (x) (x− 0.5)
)
(14a)
v (x, y, t) = cos
(
pit
A
)(
1
4
L (x) sin2 (2piy) sin (3pix) +
3
4
R (x) (y − 0.5)
)
(14b)
with A=16 and where L and R are smooth weight functions defined by
R (x) = sin
(
pi
(
4x2 − 5x3 + 2x4)) sin (piy) (14c)
L (x) = sin
(
pi (1− x)3
)
sin (piy) sin
(
3
2
pix
)
sin2 (2piy) . (14d)
This vector field causes the left region to swirl into two vortices and the right region to expand
around the center of the domain. We apply this vector field to the Mandelbrot set [8] and
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compute the advection of the set with the CM method. We use Nc = 32 for the coarse grid,
Nf = 1024 for the fine grid and a remapping tolerance E1 = 10−7. Note that we did not use a
dynamic grid resolution for this test. The results at times t = 0 to t = 16 are shown in figure 5.
As the set evolves, the centeral region is enlarged to the right and additional details of the
set appear. Since we know the initial set with arbitrary precision, there is no difficulty capturing
fine detail structures. Doing a similar test with usual level set methods would be impossible since
the level set function describing the Mandelbrot set is extremely hard to represent numerically,
while representing the smooth transformation with level set functions is very easy. Also, having
a numerical representation of the Mandelbrot set on a fine grid would not allow to represent
the new details that appear during the transformation. Apart from a few exceptions where the
transformation developed structures that fall under the grid size during the transformation, we
recover the initial set with great precision.
For the first and last frame, we enlarged one of the grid cells of the 1024 × 1024 grid by
evaluating the Hermite interpolant at many additional locations. This cell is in the region that
is most affected by the deformation in the left side of the domain. We see that even though this
is a difficult test that causes a lot of stretching, the identity transformation is recovered with
great precision. Even by using the computed transformation to draw some rather fine details of
the set (i.e. much finer than the fine grid size), no significant qualitative difference is oberved.
The second test involves open curves. Numerically, these objects are challenging since they
are hard to precisely represent on a grid [6]. Still, we would like to have a formulation that allows
computations of normals and curvature on a regular grid. A simple solution is to represent such
open curves using two set functions, where one is used as a mask function. Figure 6 shows an
example where we advect three independent open curves forming a triple point with open ends,
along with a closed circle. These objects are transported in the swirling velocity field (12a) with
A = 4. Each part of the curve is defined as a straight line enclosed in a mask region. Both the
line and the mask are defined by simple level set functions. Since the CM method decouples the
advection from the initial set, we can advect those seven set functions (three planes, three masks
and one cone) at the same time at the only additional cost of a single interpolation evaluation
step on the fine grid for every set function, only when plotting is required.
4.4 Triple and Quadruple Points Mosaic
We show another test to emphasize the advantages of using a diffeomorphism formulation. We
take the [0, 1]× [0, 1] and subdivide it in multiple regions with periodic conditions. This kind of
initial condition arises, for instance, in the simulation of multiphase flows. The difficulty of these
simulations resides in the multiple intersection points caused by the junction of more than two
different fluids. These points are hard to represent using a single level set function, but can be
represented piecewise as multiple level sets. Saye and Sethian [14] [13] propose an approach to
multiphase flows using level sets, while Da et al. [2] suggest to use multimaterial front tracking.
In the context of the CM method, this is not a problem since we transform the whole domain and
can deal with functions of any level of complexity afterwards. The set function S0 can therefore
be simply constructed by assigning a different value to each phase.
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(a) t=0 (b) t=2 (c) t=4
(d) t=6 (e) t=8 (f) t=10
(g) t=12 (h) t=14 (i) t=16
Figure 5: 2D deformation of the Mandelbrot set computed with the CM method with an advec-
tion grid of N2c = 32
2 and a fixed remapping grid of N2f = 1024
2. The zoomed regions in figures
(a) and (i) correspond to a single grid cell of the remapping grid.
(a) t=0 (b) t=2 (c) t=4
Figure 6: 2D deformation of open curves. Each of the three branches (black) is defined by a
linear level-set function enclosed in a mask set, also defined by another level-set function. The
circle is also represented by a level set and we colored it green to keep track of its interior.
The velocity field used for this test is
u (x, y, t) = cos
(
pit
2
)
cos
(
2ypi + 2 sin
(
2 cos2
(
pit
2
)))
(15a)
v (x, y, t) = cos
(
pit
2
)
sin
(
2xpi + 2 sin
(
cos2
(
pit
2
)))
(15b)
and we used Nc = 32 and Nf = 512. It took 65 seconds to compute the 2048 steps of this
simulation on a single 3.0GHz CPU, taking 0.008 seconds for a regular step and 0.45 seconds when
remapping, which was necessary about every 12 step on average. We also highlight three regions
in the domain using black circles. These regions represent two triple points and one quadruple
point. The dashed circles are transported in the flow as passive particles using the initial location
of the intersection points. Doing so emphasizes the fact that the phase intersections do follow the
right path. Also, they show that even if some regions are transformed into very thin filaments,
we can still track them in the flow. For instance, the highlighted region around the purple-yellow-
green intersection (bottommost circle in figures 7(a) and (i), topmost in other subfigures) shows
that even if we visually lose the intersection at time t = 1, it returns to its original position at
time t = 2. This is an important property when simulating multiphase flows.
4.5 Computational Efficiency
We analyze here the computational effort required by the CM method and compare it to the
cost of the GALS method. We will not compare the CM method to other approaches since a
thorough comparison of the GALS method with other techniques is found in [1]. The figures
presented in this section use the swirl test presented in section 4.1 wth A = 8 and a final time
T = 16. To facilitate the interpretation of the results, we do not use a dynamic fine grid and
set 4t = 1/Nf . We use Nc = 32 for all computations, and the values of Nf and Ng vary on the
graphs. We compare those costs for one advection step.
For the GALS method, the cost is that of tracing back the footpoints, and then evaluating
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(a) t=0 (b) t=0.25 (c) t=0.5
(d) t=0.75 (e) t=1 (f) t=1.25
(g) t=1.5 (h) t=1.75 (i) t=2
Figure 7: 2D deformation of a periodic mosaic pattern. The advection grid has N2c = 32
2 with
a fixed remapping grid of N2f = 512
2. Three regions are highlighted and tracked as passive
particles.
the interpolant at those locations. This cost can be expressed as
cost GALS = C1N
d
g︸ ︷︷ ︸
footpoints
+ C2N
d
g︸ ︷︷ ︸
interpolation
(16)
for some constants C1 and C2, and where d denotes the dimension and Ng is the number of grid
cells for each spatial dimensions, as before.
For the CM method, we also need to trace back the footpoints and interpolate the function,
but that is done on the coarse Ndc grid and has to be done independently for each dimension.
Additionally, we need to advect the particles and sometimes do a remapping step. Performing a
remapping after M advection steps, the cost for the CM method can be expressed as
cost CM = dC1N
d
c︸ ︷︷ ︸
footpoints
+ dC2N
d
c︸ ︷︷ ︸
interpolation
+C1γN
d
c︸ ︷︷ ︸
particles
+ (1/M)dC2(N
d
f +N
d
c )︸ ︷︷ ︸
remapping
(17)
where γ is the number of particles per cell. Note that the remapping part involves two terms be-
cause of the composition in equation (8). Note also that M depends on ~v and E1 in a non-trivial
way.
To compare the effiiency of both methods, we take Ng = Nf . We note directly from (16)
and (17) that if Nc is small enough compared to Nf and M is large enough, the CM method
will perform faster than the GALS method. We also note that the remapping term is crucial
in the analysis of computational time since it is the only one that contains Nf , which makes it
a costly part since we are interested in regimes where Nf is much larger than Nc. This implies
that M plays an important role in the efficiency of our method. M depends monotonically on E1
because taking a smaller E1 increases the value of M (remapping steps are more frequent), but
doing so also causes the error of the computed transformation to increase. Therefore, for ~v,Nc
and Nf given, the choice of E1 determines the trade-off between accuracy and efficiency. This
also suggests that for a given value of the error, there is an optimal value for E1. This analysis
is confirmed by the results of figures 8, 9 and 10.
Figure 8 shows computational times against grid widths (1/Nf) for different values of E1. The
figure confirms that reducing E1 increases the computational time. We also see that if the Nf grid
is too coarse, the GALS method performs faster. This is to be expected since the CM method
has to compute an advection step for each dimension. Therefore, if the Nc grid is of similar size
as the Nf grid, the CM method requires more computations, as is seen in (16). But if Nf is
significantly larger than Nc, the multiple advection steps are much cheaper to compute than in
the GALS method. Even if we have to compute d of them, the CM method is advantageous.
Figure 9 shows the L2 error against grid widths (1/Nf) for different values of E1. The first
thing to notice is that the curves for E1 = 10−4 and E1 = 10−5 change their behavior depending
on the grid size. Since E1 represents the interpolation error made before each remapping step, we
expect the error curves to stagnate when the error reaches the corresponding values of E1. Since
4t scales linearly with the grid size, the error due to advection continues to decrease, which
explains a slower decrease of the error in the graphs passed this critical point. Secondly, we see
that for regions where curves have not yet reached their critical error, a smaller value of E1 gives
a bigger error. This is expected, because a bigger value for E1 implies more remapping steps,
and these remapping step each produce an interpolation error.
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Figure 8: Time vs. cell width.
More importantly, figure 10 shows the computational times against the L2 error for different
values of E1. From this figure we clearly see the influence of E1 on computational time and
observe that there is an optimal E1 for a given global error of the solution. If we denote the
global error in the solution by E, we observe once again that taking E1 > E is not an efficient
choice. Also, for values of E1 greater than E, smaller values of E1 give better computational
times. Therefore, our results for this test suggest that a criterion for choosing E1 optimally is to
take E1 to be the desired global error of the final solution.
Another major advantage of the CM method is that it is easily parallelizable. The advection
of each dimension of the transformation is independent, and multiple transported interfaces
can be computed separately. Moreover, since the advection of each grid point is done using
the local GALS scheme, the value of the transformation at each grid point can be computed
independently as well. Also, the remapping step is easily parallelizable beacause it only requires
a Hermite interpolation, which is a local operation. It is not the aim of this paper to investigate
the parallel implementation of the CM method, but it should be noted that future work in this
direction is promising.
5 Conclusion
In this paper we have presented a new numerical approach for the linear advection of arbitrary
sets. The new method relies on representing the solution as a mapping of the initial condi-
tions. One key observation is that this mapping can be decomposed and thus can be periodically
restarted to the identity mapping whenever an error criterion is met. This led naturally to the
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Figure 9: Error vs. cell width.
Figure 10: Time vs. error.
remapping idea presented in section 2. Additionally, the observation that the mapping substeps
are representable on a coarser grid than the composition of all submaps into to total map was
used to devise the two-grid strategy presented in section 3. The numerical algorithm relies ex-
tensively on the GALS framework since the interpolation structure of this method was used for
remapping and also to evaluate the error estimates needed to obtain the remapping time. In
section 4 we presented several benchmark tests and demonstrated the accuracy and efficiency
of the method. Specifically, we showed that the proposed method was able to handle advection
of closed and open sets (e.g. closed and open curves), fractal sets, and also more complicated
sets containing multiple intersecting domains. This last example may be of particular interest
when trying to simulate multi-phase fluid flows. We also showed that depending on the error
parameter in (7) one may achieve O(N) time computation instead of the typical O(N3) in 2D.
The current approach opens a wealth of possibilities for applications. However, since only
the linear advection equation is considered, no topological changes are allowed. It is clear that
the formalism presented in section 2 and used throughout the paper relies on existence of a
diffeomorphism for all time and is thus incompatible with topological changes. Nonetheless,
there may be possible extensions and modifications that enables dealing with changes of topology,
specifically when considering non-linear coupling of the velocity to the solution of the advected
set. These questions are the focus of our current research in the subject as we believe the
proposed method provides an appropriate framework upon which more challenging problems
may be solved.
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